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MAKI�G A STOCK IMPERFECTIO� I�VISIBLE 

 

There are a number of posts regarding how to make a stock imperfection invisible.  Go from scratches to gouges to 
natural blemishes such as knots or mineral deposits or insect “tunnels” etc. 
 
Lots of ways to minimize them such as drop filling, sawdust filling, epoxy, commercial fillers, inlays etc. but none 
of them will result in an invisible “patch”.  All of them have their place and in many cases, highlighting natural 
blemishes such as insect tunnels or “open” knots are more attractive then making them invisible. 
 
There is a way to make a blemish truly invisible and I am going to try and describe how to do that on a museum 
grade piece I worked on for a friend of mine.  Probably of no interest to 99.99% of RFC members but might help 
someone out. 
 
This protocol is extensive even if you know how to do it and takes enormous patience.  Actual labor time is not too 
bad but clock time is.  For stocks like birch or beech or run of the mill grain patterns it is probably not worth the 
effort except as a learning exercise.  For exhibition or museum grade wood it is the only way to go. 
 
The process will only work for evaporative finishes such as Shellac and Lacquer.  The reason is that only those 
finishes can be patched without witness lines.  All other finishes are reactive finishes and cure by chemical 
reactions instead of evaporation.  Witness lines look like this and nobody can get around them with a reactive 
finish.  Simply a chemical characteristic of those types of finishes.  Witness lines look like this: 
 

. 
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While this picture references sanding through a finish it also applies for blemishes not caused by that process. 
 
The following actual example should give the reader a fairly decent idea of how to make a blemish invisible and 
why it works.   
 
A shooting buddy of mine, a jeweler by trade, has an antique jewelry box made in 1690.  He broke off the upper 
front portion of the box which was a piece about 1”x4”x1/4”. 
 
The task was to repair the piece and also to make the repair invisible. 
 
First the piece was glued back on with Hide Glue and supported with micro pin nails.  The reason for the hide glue 
being used is strength, will not creep and can be colored.  No other glue can make those claims.  There is a post on 
this forum about Hide Glue. 
 
These pictures are kinda small but I did not take them originally to post on RFC and cannot recreate the steps as 
the piece has been repaired. 
 
The picture is what the piece looked like when the repair was made with the glue and the pin nails. 
 

 
 
As you can see, the glue joint is very visible. 
 
In order to make the patch, in this case a glue joint, invisible, you need to create a color base that will fill the glue 
joint and also create a coating over some of the surrounding area that then can be sanded down smooth.  Think 
“primer”. 
 
Next, you need to make a toner Lacquer that when applied over that “primer” will match the surrounding wood. 
 
You need create these finishes with the toner Lacquer first and the primer second but almost simultaneously.   
 
THIS PROCESS is what takes a large portion of the time, labor and especially patience.  
 
First you need to finish your stock with the Lacquer until you get the gloss you want.  Don’t’ worry about the 
blemish yet.  Next is the blemish repair. 
 
That process works well with oak hobby boards which are ½”x3”x3’ and can be purchased at Lowe’s or Home 
Depot for around $3.  The density of the oak will be close to that of walnut and they are machine sanded to 800 grit.  
Take some masking tape and tape off like 2” wide strips on the hobby board so you can use each strip to test the 
colors.   
 
Using dyes, not stains, you put a small amount of Lacquer into a small glass jar, like an airbrush jar.  Like ½ of the 
jar by volume.  TransFast dyes, the powder stuff is the best for this.  Then adding really really really teensy amounts 
of the dyes, you start to create your toner Lacquer.  Idea is to kinda “skulk” up on the color.  Want to be lighter 
than the wood color.  This is important.  Too dark?  Add more Lacquer.  To light?  Add a really really really teensy 
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amount of the dye powder.  Check out on the oak hobby boards.  Again light is what you are shooting for but not 
too light.  Even or darker is not good.  
Use oil based artist colors for rattle can Lacquer or brush on Lacquer and water based artist colors for water based 
Lacquer like Target Coatings EM6000 series to create the primer. You can get packs of different colors at WalMart 
inexpensively. 
 
This is the difficult part or at least the most time consuming.  The primer has to be a color that when the toner 
Lacquer is applied will result in a match for the color on the piece.  Again mix/match various artist colors to 
experiment.  Also good idea to have another small glass jar like the airbrush jar.  TAKE �OTES and don’t get 
discouraged on the “primer”. 
 
You use artist brushes which you can also get from WalMart, again for a small amount of money.  They look like 
this: 
 

 
 
The one on the left seems to work the best for a variety of hand applied stuff. 
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You want the sable or bristle brushes, not nylon.  When you apply the primer and toner Lacquer the best way is to 
have the side of your hand on the piece and using only your wrist “paint” the piece.  Looks kinda like this: 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Ref: Fine woodworking. 
 
Start out with what looks like common sense color for the primer, put some on a test section of the hobby board, 
LET DRY OVER �IGHT and then the next day put a single coat of the toner Lacquer on it and let that dry for 30 
minutes.  It should come out light.  Since a toner topcoat, Lacquer or otherwise will add color with each coat, being 
light is a good thing.  Check the finished coat against your stock repair.  If too light or too opaque etc. then add 
another coat of the toner Lacquer and let that set up for 30 minutes and check again.  If you do that 4 times and 
aren’t pretty much dead on then you need to go back and alter the toner Lacquer and maybe the primer. 
 
Again this is the hard part as in some cases the primer won’t be the color common sense tells you it should be. 
 
As an example: 
 
This is the primer color for the jewelry box: 
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Kind of a mustard color.  The light “beige” around the primer is simply there to allow some “over” priming of the 
piece and will come off easily with water.  On this wood and the original finish on it a “common sense” initial 
color did not get it.  Got to be kinda inventive on the primer color. 
 
As you can see, the scratch has been filled in with the primer. 
 
On the test board, when the toner lacquer was applied it matched the color of the piece exactly with 5 thin 
applications. 
 
So what you do now is GE�TLY DRY sand the primer with 600 or 800 grit wet/dry automotive paper, the black 
stuff until the primer is smooth and even with the surrounding finish. 
 
You then apply the toner lacquer in as many coats as needed to blend it in.  On this piece that looked like this: 
 

 
 
Good color match and fill is good as you can see against the original.  Not quite perfect though and no grain or 
pore patterns. 
 

 
 
You can put in the pore patterns by taking a small finishing nail and grinding or sand down the point to a rounder 
and maybe even an elliptical shape and simply tapping in the pores to match the surrounding area.   
 
You can also create the grain pattern etc. by using an artist brush and a small amount of the toner Lacquer, letting 
that almost dry, and gently drawing it over the area creating subtle brush marks that match up to the surrounding 
area. 
 
This is the final, “patch”. 
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Very close to the original: 
 

 
 
Touched up a tad on the left side with another coat of the toner lacquer, put on a couple of coats of semi gloss 
lacquer and was done. 
 
The project was started around Sep 15, 2012 and was finished around Dec 22, 2012.  The bulk of the time was in 
developing the colors and waiting for the finishes to harden and cure.  A nice thing with Lacquer is that if you 
honk the process, you can remove everything you did easily and you are not worse off then you started. 
 
Is this easy to do?  No.  Is it a weekend project?  No.  Would I do this on a gunstock?  Not too likely unless it was 
really fine wood and I only have one of those and it is an antique.  Wood I do it on a piece of furniture I made or an 
antique like this?  Yes because all of the pieces I make are at a minimum exhibition grade wood and the few 
restorations I have done are worth the effort. 
 
noremf(George) 
 
 


